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Welcome to Merritt Athletic Swimming, Year Round Swim Team! We are excited to have our 

new and returning swimmers joining our team this season. In this manual you will be oriented to 

our program and some of the basic information needed to get off to a great start. Our team was 

founded in 2004 and has been growing ever since. In the past 10 years we have expanded to 

three locations and over 230 swimmers. Currently we operate out of three Merritt Clubs 

locations Canton, Eldersburg, and Towson. Our swimmer’s achievements include future 

qualifiers, Sectional finalist, MD top 10 rankings, State championships, zone qualifiers, 

Paralympic Gold medals, American Paralympic records and Paralympic World Records. Our 

program has been awarded MD swimming club excellence award.  

 

These achievements are in part due to the great children, the supportive parents and passionate 

coaches involved in the program.  

 

The Merritt coaches look forward to another season of fast swimming. If you have any questions 

please don’t hesitate to contact Andrew Barranco or your swimmers primary coach. If you have 

not already been sent a log-in for our team website email Andrew and visit our team site at 

merrittclubs.com/merrittswimming  

 

 

Swimming Seasons  

The MAS swimming season is composed of three trimesters: Fall (Mid August through December), 

Spring (January through May), and Summer (June through early August). The fall and spring trimesters 

focus on short course training and meets, and the summer trimester focuses on long course training (for 

those who choose to compete) and conditioning (for those who swim with summer leagues and want to 

increase their fitness level for the fall season). Except for the few swimmers who qualify for upper level 

meets most teams and swimmers take a break during August.  

 

 

1. Short Course: The short course season (meets swum in 25-yard pools) typically runs from 

September through April.  The season wraps up with States and Jr. Champs (early to mid March  

 

2.  Long Course: The long course season (meets swum in 50-meter pools) typically runs from May 

through July, with Central Zones and Sectionals in early August. 
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Philosophy                 
We are committed to the philosophy that competitive swimming is a progression. You get out of it what 

you put in. Success takes the form in many different ways. Getting in great shape, having fun and meeting 

new friends are all ways to measure a successful swim team experience. Many swimmers will measure 

their success on achievable goals, like best times, making an “A” time or qualifying for States or Zones. 

Regardless of our swimmers’ goals we want to coach them to do their best and achieve their full potential.  
To do this we ask for a few things:  

 

Dedication - Success is not an accident, it takes hard work and a commitment to practice.  

 

Responsibility – Swimmers will learn to be responsible for their performance and preparation. Be on 

time for practice and be prepared with a cap and goggles. Making excuses is not acceptable for 

performance.  

 

Team Spirit– part of having a great team is having team spirit. Show pride in your team, teammates, and 

coaches.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Vision  
Merritt Athletic Swimming seeks to grow both in quantity and quality. Our desire is to develop swimmers 

from the grassroots into strong, competitive, confident and successful swimmers. Our vision is to be a 4-5 

location swim team where swimmers develop proper technique, training habits, and race strategies that 

will allow them to achieve their desired swimming goals. 
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Hall of Fame: 

 
Merritt Athletic Swimming Hall of Fame Member: Jessica Long 

 

Jessica Long  (2004, 2008, 2012, 2016 Paralympian) was an original team member of MAS, she 

swam on the team from 2004-2010 when she graduated high school.  Jessica Long was coached 

by Andrew Barranco from 2002-2010.  She is the youngest paralympian to ever win a gold 

medal (age of 12 in 2004).  While swimming at Merritt she broke over 100 American records 

and held over 20 WORLD Records.  Long signed her first professional agreement at the age of 

14 when she signed with NIKE.   She was named Paralympian of the year 2006, and won an 

ESPY award.  She was the winner of the 77
th

 Sullivan award –Top Amateur Athletic in the 

Country! (2006).  In 2018 Jessica release her book “Unsinkable” 

 

 

MAS: Swimmers who have gone on and swam in college: 

 
James Ray –Washington College 
Colleen Carpenter – California Lutheran University 
Laura Harris - Widner University 
 
Class of 2014 
Allison Crim – Rochester Institute of Technology  
Allie Grillo – Washington College  
Karly Hursey – Bloomsburg University  
Sarah Ritter – Bloomsburg University 
Maija Adourian- Washington College  
 
Class of 2015 
Andrew Ward –Salisbury University 2015 
Maddy Mann- York College 2015 
Andrew Sears –Stevenson University 2015 
Dan Moreno –United States Coast Guard 2015    
 
Class of 2016 
Julia Charen- Stevenson University 2016 
 
Class of 2017 
Megan Taylor- Stevenson University 2017 
Caroline Pifer -Randolph-Macon 2017 
Connor Gioffreda- Frostburg University 2017 
Alice Ricci -Frostburg University 2017 
Andrew Feeley - Washington College 2017 
Abigail Mehring-  Elizabethtown  2017 
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Class of 2018 
Gabe Moreno- United States Coast Guard Academy 2018 
Shannon McGoey- Susquehanna University 2018 
Rileigh Krell- Saint Mary's College of Maryland 2018 
Emily Wolff- Stevenson University 2018 
Carly Maytas- Marymount University 2018 
Class of 2019 
Luke Isaywi- Tuffs University 2019 
Kobe Samuels- Frostburg State University 2019 
Nathan Hedgecock- Carelton College 2019 
Sydney Laughlin- Grove City College- 2019 
Ashley Dick- York College- 2019 
 
Class of 2020 
Hanaha Sloan- Mount Saint Mary's  
Emma Schultz- Washington University  
Mickella Harris- UMBC 
Ainsley Lundquist- Carroll Community College 
Kelly Fields- University of Maryland 
Charlotte Northey - University of Delaware 
Nan Sullivan- Marquett University 
Francesca Cuchna- University of Lynchburg  
 
Class of 2021 
Erin Bobango 
Grace Davis 
Alaina Gasker 
Quinn Harrington 
Ariana Isayiw 
Madison McDaniels 
Sydney Muneses 
Andrew Norris 
Peyton O’Brien 
Alex Gastfiled 
Joshua Ha 
Lauren Watson 
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2018-2019 MAS Coaches and Contact List  
General questions and meet entries can be sent to MAS@merrittclubs.com   

  

Andrew Barranco Head Coach, Regional Operations & Aquatics Director 

abarranco@merrittclubs.com, 443 904 6603  

 

Andrew is the Head Coach and founder of Merritt Athletic Swimming as well as the Regional Operations 

& Aquatics Manager for Merritt Athletic Clubs. He oversees Merritt Athletic Swimming, swim team. In 

addition he oversees Merritt’s operations company wide and six aquatic facilities with a team of over 250 

employees. He graduated from Frostburg State University with a B.S degree in Recreation Management. 

He has coached internationally for the United States Olympic Committee in England, Belgium, Germany, 

Canada, Brazil, Japan, China, Greece, and the Netherlands. Before starting MAS in 2004, he was the 

Head Coach of Pine Ridge Swim Team in 2004 and 2005, an Assistant Coach for Dundalk Eastfield 

Swim Club for three years, as well as an Assistant Coach for Hillcrest Swim Club. He has been the coach 

of Jessica Long (2004,2008 Paralympian), winner of the 77th Annual Sullivan Award-Top Amateur 

Athlete in the Country,2006 Paralympian of the Year and ESPY Award winner.  

 

Recent coaching highlights include:  

 USA 2014 PanPacific Para-Swimming Championships Team Leader 

 Named Team Leader of the USA 2013 Wolrd Paralympic Team  

 Named Co-Head Coach of the USA Paralympic London 2012 Swim team  

 Named Team Leader of the 2011 Para Pan-Pac Swim Team  

 Selected Head Coach of the 2011 Parapan American Games, Paralympic Swim Team  

 Head Coach of the USA Paralympic Swim Team at the 2010 Greek Open Championships  

 Awarded 2010 Paralympic Coach of the year by the United States Olympic Committee  

 

 

Meaghan King Team Administrator/ Coach 

mking@merrittclubs.com  

Meaghan was born just north of Boston, Ma, where she swam both in high school and Division III 

College. She started her coaching career at the local YMCA at the age of 18. She graduated from Salem 

State University in 2006 with a Bachelor of Arts in Photography. While at SSU, Meaghan captained their 

swim team for three of her four years on the team. She also coached with North Shore Swim Club during 

her time there. Meaghan finished up her time with NSSC in 2014 after a twelve year stint with the team, 

working her way from swim lesson instructor to facility head coach. While coaching with NSSC she also 

coached a local high school swim program for seven years, and completed her Masters Degree in Sports 

Leadership from Northeastern University in 2010. She moved to the great state of Maryland in 2014 to 

pursue other coaching opportunities bringing her to Merritt in the spring of 2016. 

Meaghan has coached every level of swimming imaginable from summer recreation leagues, through 
Olympic Trial Qualifier. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

mailto:abarranco@merrittclubs.com
mailto:mking@merrittclubs.com
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Courtney Palo Assistant Coach, Canton 

Courtney grew up swimming on the lagoon in New Jersey. She began swimming competitively year 

round at the age of 8. She continued her swimming career with summer swim teams, year round club 

teams and her high school swim team until the age of 18. In college she swam for Towson University's 

Club Team, where she continued swimming her favorite mid-distance and distance freestyle events the 

200 and 500 free. Throughout her teenage years as well as college, Courtney lifeguarded, taught swim 

lessons, and coached children of all ages. Her experience in Maryland includes teaching lessons and 

coaching at The MAC, Meadowbrook, Tigerfish Aquatic Club, Wiltondale Swim Team, and this will be 

her sixth year coaching for Merritt Swimming. 

 

Devin Kirby Assistant Coach, Canton 

Devin began his competitive swimming career at age 12 in Southern New Jersey. He swam for year round 

club teams and summer teams in the area before going on to swim for the Division I Towson University 

Men's Swimming Team. There he swam for four years setting records, and earning CAA swimmer of the 

week in 2009 and 2010 for his contributions to the team in both the 50 and 100 Freestyle events. Devin 

has also spent four years as Head Coach for the Sturbridge Woods Summer Swim Team in NJ and more 

recently helped start the first summer swim team at Wiltondale Pool where he's served as Head Coach. 
Devin continues to swim for exercise and occasionally practices with the Masters group at Merritt. 

 

Tana King Assistant Coach, Towson 

Tana started coaching for Merritt Swimming in 2014, she coaches the Marlin group. Tana swam at 

Towson University her freshman and sophomore years where she was named an Academic All American. 

Tana is also the head coach of the  Springdale Stars, and brings an additional nine years of coaching 

experience at various assistant coach positions in Virginia, where I grew up. She graduated from Towson 

in 2012 with a degree in Secondary Education-English. Tana currently teaches English in Baltimore 

Country 

 

Will Williams Assistant Coach, Towson 

Will started swimming at the age of seven, for the Chambersburg Chargers at the YMCA in 

Chambersburg, Pennsylvania. As a young swimmer, Will showed lots of potential as a sprinter, excelling 

in the 50 and 100 freestyles, as well as the 100 butterfly and 200 IM.  At ages 16 and 17, he competed in 

the YMCA National Championships in Ft. Lauderdale, FL. He was then recruited by the Shippensburg 

University swim coach. After much deliberation, he decided to attend the Maryland Institute College of 

Art in Baltimore, MD, instead. Throughout his college years, Will was never far from the pool, working 

as a lifeguard during the summers and continuing to swim as part of his fitness routine.  These days, Will 

is a busy parent of two young children. When his son began swimming competitively last year, also at age 

seven, he found that it renewed his own passion for swimming. He has greatly enjoyed the experience of 

working with his son and young daughter on improving their swimming skills.  Will is a successful fine 

art artist. His work is exhibited in galleries in Baltimore, Annapolis and the Maryland Eastern Shore, as 

well as private collections throughout the country. He also volunteers his time at his children’s school, 

assisting their teachers with classroom activities.  He looks forward to gaining valuable experience as a 

coach, and helping young swimmers reach their potential while having fun doing it. 
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Mike Kremer Senior Coach, Eldersburg kremer@qis.net 

Coach Mike Kremer joined the Merritt Athletic swim team in 2013 as a coach at the Eldersburg location.  

Mike began coaching in 1984 while attending graduate school.  He began swimming at age 5 and 

continued through college, swimming 4 years at Dartmouth College, where he was co-captain his senior 

year.  While at Dartmouth, he set several school records and qualified for the NCAA Division I 

Championships.  Coach Mike was an assistant coach at RMSC (Rockville, MD) and MAC (Frederick, 

MD) before becoming head coach at Carroll County YMCA (CCY; Westminster, MD) in 1994.  During 

his 12 years as coach Mike developed and grew the CCY team from 30-40 swimmers to 145 swimmers 

with numerous YMCA National Qualifiers.  In 2006 a new pool was built in Hampstead, MD and Mike 

formed the Carroll Aquatics Tiger Sharks (CATS) swim team.  In 7 years at CATS, many swimmers 

qualified for State, Sectional, and National (NJSCA) swim meets.  Coach Mike received his bachelor’s 

and master’s in engineering from Dartmouth College before working for 9 years with IBM.  In 1993, 

Mike left IBM to open a State Farm Insurance Agency in Westminster where he continues to provide life 

planning, insurance, and financial services for clients. 

Amethyst Tymoch Assistant Coach, Canton 

Amethyst Tymoch is excited to be joining Merritt Athletics Club this season. Amethyst (Coach A-) is was 

the founding coach of HUSH where she spent 10 years as the founding head coach of a 100 member USA 

Swimming Program. As the head Coach, Amethyst was hands on with all age groups but enjoys age 

group stroke and race development the most. Coach A- has coached seasonal teams in Carroll County, 

Montgomery County and Frederick County; summer and high school teams.  Amethyst has an Associates 

Degree in Education, a BFA in Theatre; Techinical Theater and Theatre for Youth and a double MFA 

from University of Cincinnati-College Conservatory of Music; Costume Design and Wigs and Make-Up 

Design. Coach A says she relies on her theater background more than anything to inspire her swimmers. 

 

Lindsey Fox Assistant Coach, Canton  

A native to Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Lindsey swam year round starting at age 4 for club teams and in 

high school. Lindsey was fortunate to train with legendary Pittsburgh swim coach Jack Morris, who 

inspired her to begin coaching. As a student at Penn State, she practiced with the team and swam the 

intramural team. After college, she challenged herself by joining Team in Training and completing 

several triathlons. Lindsey has taught swim lessons for 10 years and looks forward to beginning a long 

coaching career. 

 

Ashley Towle Assistant Coach, Eldersbug 

Ashley Towle has been involved in swimming since she was 5 years old.  She swam growing up from age 

5 until 18 for MCSL, GGSL, and RMSC.  When she turned 15 she started teaching swim lessons for 

Montgomery County Recreation.  When she turned 17 she taught stroke and turn clinics as well as ran 

their swim lesson program.  At age 18 she joined the YMCA of Central Maryland as a swim coach where 

she stayed for a year, leaving to become the aquatic director at 4 Seasons.  She coached summer and 

winter teams while she was there, until she started her own family in 2008.   Starting in the summer of 

2010 she became the head coach of the Springdale Stars of CMSL and stayed with them for 4 years.  

mailto:kremer@qis.net
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During the winter of 2013, she joined the coaching team at Merritt, where she stayed for 1 year and left 

when her family grew by another child, and recently came back!  After leaving the Stars, she joined South 

Carroll as the head coach, where she has been for 5 years!  Ashley also teaches lifeguarding/CPR/AED 

classes currently at 4 Seasons Sports Complex.  Ashley is also a special education teacher during the 

school year and loves working with children! 
 

Amber Farb Assistant Coach, Eldersburg 

My name is Amber Farb and I have been coaching and teaching for Merritt Clubs for Five years. I 

currently live in Carroll County working at the Eldersburg location.  I started learning the art of teaching 

and coaching when I was completing my community service hours for high school at the Y of Central 

Maryland and for Carroll Aquatics, which were the swim teams I was a part of in high school. I continued 

swimming through college on Hood College club team and I still enjoy swimming by competing in 

triathlons. Amber just completed my Masters in business administration at Hood College in 2018. In my 

spare time I spend it outside with my German Shepard pup and family. One quality I strive for is creating 

a safe and positive environment for personal development through swimming.  

 

Maureen Kogut Senior Coach Canton   
mkogut@merrittclubs.com 

This is Maureen's 14h year as a coach in the Maryland LSC, serving as both assistant coach and head 

coach at various clubs.  With a Master's degree in Sports Science and numerous instructor trainer level 

Red Cross certifications, Maureen has been working in aquatics for 20+ years.  Maureen is currently the 

Aquatic Manager at the Canton Merritt, and spends her spare time running, reading, and traveling to visit 

her six children. 

 

Jess Fedderly 

Jess grew up outside of Philadelphia, PA, where she swam on summer teams, for her high school, and 

then into college. Jess started coaching for her local YMCA team in 2005 and then during college in 

Baltimore, worked for the Johns Hopkins AquaJays and was an assistant coach for Stoneleigh 

Community Swim Team.  After graduating from college, Jess moved down to Northern Virginia where 

she taught high school and coached year- round and summer swim teams for 6 years.  Jess moved back to 

Baltimore in 2014 and started teaching for Baltimore City Public Schools.  In June 2017, Jess joined the 

Merritt Coaching Staff working with the Marlins and Jr. Marlins.   

Jess holds a BA from Johns Hopkins University and a Masters degree from George Mason University.  

She currently teaches English at REACH! Partnership High School in Northeast Baltimore City. 
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Practice Groups  

 

 

The team is divided into 5 groups based on age and skill level. Not all groups/levels are offered at all 

locations. Changes in these group assignments may occur during the season at the coach’s discretion. A 

swimmer can move up or down at any time during the season, based on performance, attitude, behavior, 

and/or attendance. There is not a required number of practices a week each swimmer must attend, 

however swimmers are encouraged to be consistent and dedicated to their practice.  

 

SR Rays: For swimmers 13 and older. Swimmers are expected to show a high level of commitment to 

their training. Swimmers continue to progress through repetition of training drills, and interval main sets. 

Swimmers have embraced core training habits to be successful. The SR Rays is designed specifically for 

those who will train for four or more practices a week. Endurance training mixed with speed work will be 

incorporated into workouts. Dryland training required. Swimmers must be skilled in all strokes and have 

knowledge of pace and stroke technique.  

 

Jr Rays: For swimmers 10 years and older. Swimmers have a strong stroke technique base from which to 

build. Swimmers are challenged in this group with harder training sets that continue to refine their stroke 

while exposing them to interval and longer distance sets. They should be dedicated to coming to practice 

on a regular basis, but may still have other interests outside the team. Practices are an hour and a half.  

 

Marlins: For swimmers 8-12 years old. At this level, swimmers have an understanding of good practice 

habits and are capable of swimming all four competitive strokes legally. Swimmers focus mainly on 

stroke technique while starting to work on harder training sets. Practices last an hour and a half.  

 

Jr Marlins: For swimmers 7-10 years old. Stroke development in all four competitive strokes is the 

purpose of this level. In addition to stroke technique, swimmers work on turns and starts.  

 

Mantas: For swimmers eight and under who can swim 25 yards of freestyle and backstroke. Swimmers 

will continue to work on freestyle and backstroke fundamentals and be introduced to breaststroke and 

butterfly. The focus of this group is on developing basic introductory skills. 
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50 Things to Help your Child Achieve  
from USA Swimming Web Site Parents Page…. By Wayne Goldsmith and Helen Morris  

1. Love them unconditionally.  

2. Support their coaches.  

3. Accept that they cannot win every time they compete.  

4. Allow them to be kids and have fun.  

5. Help them to develop as people with character and values.  

6. Turn off as a sporting parent: don’t make sport the one and only topic of conversation at the dinner 

table, in the car, etc.  

7. Don’t introduce your child as “This is my son/daughter the swimmer.” Their sports are something they 

do, not who they are.  

8. Don’t do everything for them: teach responsibility and self-management.  

9. Reward frequently for success and effort but make the rewards small, simple, practical and personal. 

Kids don’t need a CD or $20 just for playing a sport or getting a ribbon.  

10. Reward them with what they really love: your time!  

11. Be calm, relaxed and dignified at competitions.  

12. Accept that progress in any sport takes a long time: at least 7 to 10 years after maturation in most 

sports for the athlete to reach full potential. A little manual work and helping out with household chores 

are important lessons in developing independence.  

13. Believe it or not, kids can learn to pack and unpack their training bags and fill their own water bottles: 

teach and encourage them to take control of their own sporting careers.  

14. Don’t reward championship performances with junk food.  

15. Skills and attitude are most important. Don’t waste money on the latest and greatest equipment or 

gimmicks, hoping to buy a short cut to success.  

16. Encourage the same commitment and passion for school and study as you do for sport.  

17. Avoid relying on or encouraging “sports food” or “sports supplements”-focus on a sensible, balanced 

diet which includes a variety of wholesome foods.  

18. Allow kids to try many sports and activities.  

19. Don’t specialize too early. There is no such thing as a 10 year old Olympic swimmer.  
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20. Junk food is OK occasionally. Don’t worry about it, but see #14 above.  

21. Praise qualities such as effort, attempting new skills and hard work rather than winning.  

22. Love them unconditionally (worth repeating!!)  

23. Have your “guilt gland” removed: this will help you avoid phrases like “I’ve got better things to do 

with my time” or “do you realize how much we give up so that you can swim?” Everyone loses when you 

play the guilt game.   

24. Encourage activities which build broad, general movement skills like running, catching, throwing, 

agility, balance, co-ordination, speed and rhythm. These general skills can have a positive impact on all 

sports.  

25. Encourage occasional “down time”-no school or sport-just time to be kids.  

26. Encourage relationships and friendships away from training, competition and school work-it’s all 

about balance.  

27. Help and support your children to achieve the goals they set, then take time to relax, celebrate and 

enjoy their achievements as a family.  

28. Never use training or sport as punishment-i.e. more laps/more training.  

29. Do a family fitness class-yoga or martial arts or another sport unrelated to the child’s main sport. 

Everyone benefits.  

30. Car pool. Get to know the other kids and families on the team and in turn you can allow your child to 

be more independent by doing things with other trusted adults.  

31. Attend practice regularly to show that you are interested in the effort and process, not just in the 

win/lose outcome.  

32. Help raise money for the team and kids, even if your own child does not directly benefit from the 

fundraising.  

33. Tell your children you are proud of them for being involved in healthy activities.  

34. Volunteer your time for the team.  

35. Teach your child the importance of “team”-where working together and supporting each other are 

important attributes.  

36. Even if you were an athlete and even if you are a trained coach, resist the temptation to coach your 

own child, it rarely works.  

37. Be aware that your child’s passion for a particular sport may change.  

38. Be aware that skills learned in one sport can often transfer to another.  
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39. Accept “flat spots” or plateaus-times when your child does not improve. During these times 

encourage participation for fun, focus on learning skills and help develop perseverance and patience.  

40. Believe it or not, American kids are unlikely to die from drinking tap water!  

41. Cheer for your child appropriately. Do not embarrass yourself or your child.  

42. Make sure that each week includes some family time where you do family things and talk about 

family issues-not about sport.  

43. Take a strong stand against smoking and drug use (both recreational and performance enhancing.)  

44. Set an example with sensible, responsible alcohol use.  

45. Don’t look for short cuts like “miracle sports drinks” or “super supplements”-success comes from 

consistently practicing skills and developing an attitude where the love of the sport and physical fitness 

are the real “magic.” 12  

46. If one of your children is a champion athlete and the others in the family are not so gifted, ensure that 

you have just as much time, energy and enthusiasm for their activities.  

47. Eliminate the phrase “what we did when I was swimming.....”  

48. Encourage your children to find strong role models but try not to let this decision be based on sports 

only. Look for role models who consistently demonstrate integrity, humility, honesty and the ability to 

take responsibility for their own actions.  

49. Encourage your children to learn leadership and practice concepts like sharing, selflessness, team 

work and generosity.  

50. Don’t compare your child’s achievement to another other children-good or bad. This creates barriers 

and resentment and we don’t need any more of that. 
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The 10 Commandments of Being a Swim Parent  

1. The most significant responsibility a sports parent has is to their child. You are the safety net that 

allows a child to dare to try something new; the support system in good times and bad; the main 

cheerleader and smiling face; and, of course, the transportation. You provide the best examples of good 

character and sportsmanship and are the one your child looks to for guidance in these matters. At times it 

is easy to take the sport too seriously–-and cause your child to do so as well. At times it is easy to see 

yourself excelling–-or not–-alongside your child, to live vicariously as it were. The following guidelines 

will help you with that delicate balancing act between being a dedicated, involved parent and an 

inappropriate one. They are gleaned from successful parents from other swim clubs and from our own 

past experiences.  

2. Be involved. Be interested in what your child is doing in practices. Ask open-ended questions like, 

“What new things did you work on today?” or, “What did you learn that will help you swim better?” If 

your child knows that practice is important to you, it will be important to him or her as well.  

3. Provide “Selfless Support.” This term means supporting your swimmer and giving him or her an 

opportunity to swim without any contingencies. Set expectations based on participation and effort, not 

outcome. Swimming is a learning process; as new techniques or strategies are tested, times will 

occasionally get slower. Also, no swimmer will get a lifetime best swim every race. Be the emotional 

rock your swimmer can turn to when he or she feels down, without fear of rejection or correction.  

4. This also means letting your swimmer be the focus. Whether you were an Olympian or a doggy-

paddler, your child is now the swimmer. “We” are not putting in the laps at practice or sprinting in a race; 

let your child enjoy his or her moment to shine. Your child may never swim as fast as you, or may beat 

you at age 6, but this is his or her journey through the sport. Swimmers should celebrate as much for 

taking the journey in their own way as for any accomplishments along the path.  

5. Allow children to swim for swimming’s sake. Children will learn the value of hard work if hard work 

becomes fun and rewarding; they learn the value of an accomplishment if the hard work put into it is 

praised. Children who are rewarded for their swims simply by feeling good about what they have 

achieved and are more likely to stay involved in the sport (and to feel good about themselves) than 

children who receive unrelated prizes for their swims. Likewise, swimmers who have non swimming 

related things withheld for “poor” swims will come to resent swimming and the hard work that goes into 

it. Even with the trophies, medals, and ribbons that are a part of swimming, letting swimmers be proud of 

their races and not the things they receive for them will be one of the greatest rewards they can take from 

the sport.  

6. Let the coach be the coach. This is often one of the hardest parts of being a swim parent. Letting 

another adult role model-- be it a teacher, a coach, or someone else important to your child–-take on some 

of the challenges you have been helping your child tackle can be difficult. Keep in mind that your child’s 

coach has the swimmer’s best interests at heart. He or she is knowledgeable in safety, technique, and all 

other aspects of competitive swimming. Let him or her instruct your child in technique and strategy. 

Conflicting advice can be confusing; repeated advice can be disheartening. And remember that stroke 

styles and habits take a long time to change. Have patience as your child works to improve. Coaches have 
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swimmers’ long-term success in mind at all times and work to help them achieve their best, both in and 

out of the pool, far into the future.  

7. Also, trust in the coach and communicate that to your child. If you have any doubts or questions about 

the coach, please take them up with him or her directly. Speaking poorly about the coach in front of your 

swimmer only tears down his or her confidence in the coach and in what has been accomplished under the 

coach. Above all support their coach, talking negatively about the coach or program under minds the 

authority and respect the swimmer has to their coach. It is critical that the parent not question the practice 

or coaching of their child in front of the swimmer.  

8. Let the coach concentrate on the job at hand. If you need to speak with him or her, please do so before 

or after practice. This allows the coach to focus on the safety and instruction of the swimmers–-including 

yours.  

9. Be a team parent. It is hard to watch another child beat yours, but sometimes it happens. If that child is 

a member of your team, be happy for his or her accomplishments. Cheer for other swimmers, and their 

parents will cheer for yours. Help teach your child good sportsmanship and they will develop friendships 

for a lifetime. Be understanding if your child doesn’t make the A relay, and help your child learn fair 

play. Let your child know that by trying his or her best, he or she will help the team do its best.  

10. Help your child get to practices and meets on time. This is where you start to feel like the Metro. By 

helping your child get to practices and meets on time, you are preventing injury by allowing a proper 

warm-up; teaching responsibility, and respect for the coach, fellow swimmers, and facility; and allowing 

your child to do his or her best by getting the most out of each practice. We know it’s hard to get 

everywhere you need to be in a busy schedule. And we’re not perfect about being on time, either. But an 

honest effort to be on time or early will mean a lot to your swimmer and the team. 
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Rules at Practice  

1. Be on time, ready to get in, at the beginning of practice: If you need to stretch, fill your water bottle, 

go to the bathroom or talk to your friends, please come early and do it beforehand. When you come, you 

are here to swim. EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW THAT THIS IS IMPORTANT. If school prevents you 

from being on time for practice, when you do arrive, you need to come out on deck ready to swim.  

2. Show effort, no matter how you feel about the practice: Your attitude affects your improvement. 

YOUR CHILD MAY BE DISMISSED FROM PRACTICE IF HIS OR HER BEHAVIOR IS 

DETRIMENTAL TO THE TEAM’S PRACTICE.  

3. Be respectful of the coach: No talking when we are talking and no disrespectful language (yelling, 

whispering, or cursing). Take feedback and apply it to your swimming.  

4. Be respectful of the facility and the patrons: Please adhere to the club rules and treat the facility as 

your own home- especially in the locker rooms.  

5. Dryland, and Stretching: Dryland is required for Jr Rays and Sr Rays on Tues/Thurs/Sat. Swimmers 

should NOT skip this and come just for the swim portion of practice. Stretching is something that should 

be done by every swimmer, a little before and a lot after practice. Stretching is most effective when the 

muscle is already warm and worked; stretching properly can increase the range of motion and be effective 

in reducing the risk of injury.  

6. Parents are asked not to talk to coaches during practice: This disturbs practice. If you have 

questions, please call or email the coaches before or after practice. Please understand that time spent 

talking to a parent is time that could have been spent coaching a child.  

7. Sign up for swim meets that you will be attending: NO LATE ENTRIES!  

8. Check our website, email and the bulletin board for up-to-date information on the team: This is 

your responsibility. Make sure that Coach Andrew has a new, up to date email address for you and that 

you check it. 
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MAS  MA S TE R  ME E T  SC HE DU LE  

2019-2020 

 
Short Course Schedule 

 

Date Meet Location 
 

Who Should Attend? Events 

Sept 22 MAS Intra Squad 

Not an Official Meet 

 

Merritt Clubs 

Towson 

Manta, Jr Marlin, Marlin’s 
 

25’s & 50’s all 

Strokes 

Oct 5-6 ASC All Freestyle Meet 

50’s, 100, 200, 500, 1000 

 

 Arundel Swim Ctr Jr Marlins, Marlins, Rays 

No Friday 1000 

Not recommended for new 

swimmers 

50-1000 Freestyle  

Oct 12-13 Fox Invitational Westminster, Md All Swimmers All Strokes 

50, 100, 200 

Distance 

Oct 19 CAA 8 & Under Meet 

( Saturday Only) 

 

Howard Community 

College 

All 8 & Under Swimmers 25’s, 50’s, 100’s 

All Strokes 

Nov 2 Mercersburg Invitational  

(Travel Meet) 

Mercersburg, Pa Bus is Limited to 50 Rays level 

swimmers 

All Strokes 

100 & 200’s  

400 IM & 500 

Free 

Nov 2-3 MAC Meet Frederick, MD 10 & Under “B” Times and Slower 

 

25’s, 50, 100’s 

All Strokes 

Nov 3 Rock ‘N’ Roll 

 

McDonough School  11 & Overs “B” times and slower 

 

50, 100. 200  

All Strokes 

 

Nov 22-23 ACA Harvest Festival TBD 9 & Over “B” times and Faster 

 

 

50, 100, 200  

All Stokes 

500 Fr & 400 IM 

Nov 30- 

Dec 1 
CSAC  ‘Tis the Season Meet Copping State 

University 

14 & Under “B” times and Slower 

15 & Over “BB” times and slower 

 

50, 100. 200 

All Strokes 

Dec 5-8 Potomac Marlins Winter 

Classic (Travel Meet) 

Invited Swimmers Only 

George Mason 

University 
Invite Only 50, 100, 200  

All Strokes 

500 Fr & 400 IM 

Dec 20-21 GTAC Holiday Mini Meet McDaniel College 

 

All 8 & Under  25, 50 100 

All Strokes 

Dec 28-29 EST IMX Meet McDonough School  13 & Over  

 

100, 200 All 

Stokes 

500, 1000, 1650 

Free 

 400 IM 

Jan 4-5 MSC Winter Invite Loyola University 9 & Over “A” time and Slower 

 

 

50, 100, 200 

 All Strokes 

Jan 11 FSC Mini Meet 

 

TBD All 8 & Under 25, 50 100 All 

Strokes 

Jan 17-20 

 

 

RAC Invitation  UMBC 11 & Over “A” times faster 

10 & Under “BB” and faster 

50, 100, 200 All 

Strokes 

500 Free, 400 IM 

Jan 24-26 Live MAS Invitational 

 

 

Loyola University  ALL Swimmers 100, 200 All 

Stokes 

50 & 500 Free 
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400 IM 

Feb 1-2 ASC Classic 

(swimmer should pick between 

ASC & GBSA) 

 

Arundel Swim 

Center 

13 & Over “A” and Faster 

12 & Under “BB” and Faster 

50, 100, 200 All 

Strokes 

 500 Fr & 400 IM 

Feb 7-9 GBSA Last Chance Meet 

(swimmers should pick between 

ASC & GBSA) 

 

CCBC (Catonsville) 9 & Over Faster than B slower than 

State Champs 

50,100, 200  

All Strokes 

500 FR & 400 IM 

Feb 20-23 MD Senior States 

Championships 

Saint Mary’s 

College 

 

Qualifiers All Strokes 

All Distance 

March 5-8 MD 14 & Under 

Championships 

Saint Mary’s 

College 

 

Qualifiers All Strokes  

All Distance 

March 13-

15 
MD Junior Champs Saint Mary’s 

College 

Qualifiers 50, 100, 200 All 

Strokes 

500 Fr & 400 IM 

March 21-

22 
11 & Over B Champs UMBC Qualifiers 50, 100, 200 

All Strokes 

March 26-

29 
Eastern Zone Sectionals TBD 

 

Qualifiers All Stokes  

All Distances 

 

March 28-

29 
10 & Under Champs McDonough School Qualifiers 50, 100 200 

All Stokes 

April 2-5 GTSA Spring Champs 

(Travel Meet) 

 

Tampa. FL Invite Only  50, 100, 200  

All Stokes 

500 Fr & 400 IM 

April 4-5 EST Spring into Long Course McDonough School 9 & Over “BB” and Slower 50, 100, 200  

All Strokes 

April 5 LBA Sprint to the Finish Loyola Blakefield All 8 & Under 25, 50, 100  

All Strokes 

April 24-26 Navy Elite Meet 

( Long Course) 

Navy 13 & Over “A” times 

12 & Under “BB” times 

50, 100, 200  

All Strokes 

800, 400 Free & 

400 IM 

May  TBD Team Awards Party Merritt Clubs 

Towson 
ALL Swimmers All 

 
Color Code for Meets 

CORE MEETS 

QUALIFING MEETS 

HAS DISTANCE EVENTS 

8 & UNDER OR 10 & UNDER ONLY 

 
 
Long  Meet Schedule 

Date Meet Location Who Should Attend Events 
June 11-14 NBAC Summer 

Championships 

Meadowbrook 12 & Under Modified “BB” and 

faster 

13 & Over “A” and Faster 

 

June 27-28 ASC Indolence Meet UMBC 9 & Over “BB” and Slower  
July 17-19 FSC Long Course Last Chance McDonough 9 & Over “B’ times to State Champ 

times 
 

July 30- Aug 
2 

MD Long Course State 

Championships 

TBD Qualifiers  
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*Sign up for all meets is done on our website merrittclubs.com/merrittswimming 

*Questions about which meets to attend please see your swimmers coach or e-mail 

mking@merrittclubs.com with questions. 

*NOTE: Meet expectations/requirements, swimmers must attend at least three meets each season 

(Sept-April) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

mailto:mking@merrittclubs.com
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Meet format: (most of our meets fall in this category) Swimmers are seeded from slowest to fastest for 

each event with NT swimmers swimming first. You swim the event once; your finish is based on your 

time. In a prelims/finals format, there are one or more sessions of preliminaries during the morning/early 

afternoon and a finals session in the evening. The fastest swimmers at preliminaries return to swim at 

night. (There is no additional fee for swimming the event again at finals.) Preliminaries are often seeded a 

little differently from timed finals meets. The slower heats are seeded normally, but the fastest two or 

three heats are seeded with the #1 seed in the last heat, the #2 seed in the second-to-last heat, etc. The top 

seeds therefore end up in middle lanes (preferred) in one of the fastest heats. Regardless of which heat 

your child swims, the fastest swimmers in preliminaries return to finals. The numbers of swimmers who 

return is specified in the meet announcement. It is dependent of the number of lanes in the pool (enough 

swimmers to fill one heat) and whether or not there are one or more consolation finals (a second or third 

heat of swimmers). For example, a meet could offer eight-lane championship finals for 11-12and 13-14 

swimmers and a consolation final and championship final for 15-18. Those placing first through eighth in 

prelims in the younger age groups would return. In the 15-18 age group, ninth through sixteenth would 

swim in consolation finals, and first through eighth would swim in championship finals. The prelims time 

is used for seeding the swimmers at finals. Where you finish in your finals heat is your place.  

 

An interesting note: The top finisher in consolation finals in the above example is in ninth place, even if 

he/she swims faster than the last place finisher in the championship finals (eighth place). Once a swimmer 

has made championship finals in this example, he/she is assured of at least eighth place assuming it’s a 

legal swim. You will see the most experienced competitors swimming well enough in preliminaries to 

make finals but saving their best swims for that evening. If your swimmer is disqualified at finals, they do 

not place. As you can imagine from the above description, swimming at finals is fun for the swimmers. If 

you are attending a prelims/finals format meet, you should plan for the possibility that your swimmer will 

make finals. If you know he/she cannot swim that evening, you should inform the coach is advance. 

Otherwise, swimmers who make finals are expected to swim.  

 

During the prelims sessions, those who are swimming at finals plus a few (usually two) alternates are 

announced. Unless the swimmer follows the proper “scratch” procedures (see meet announcement and 

coach for details), finalists and alternates are expected to return for finals. The team is fined if someone 

who was supposed to swim does not show up. This is a big no no!! Also, in the prelims/finals format, 

relays are usually swum during the evening finals session.  

 

If you are attending a multi-day and/or prelims/finals meet, be prepared to rest between sessions. This is 

especially important for the swimmer. Relaxing in a hotel room or spending the afternoon at the movie 

theater is much better than shopping at the mall. 

 

 

 

 

Meet types : There are several different types and levels of meets, all but the very top level are 

directed by individual clubs and the Local Swimming Committee. The following is a list of the 

types of meets, listed from lowest and most common level to highest and least common level. 
 

Short Course:  The short course season (meets swum in 25-yard pools) typically runs from September 

through April. The season wraps up with States and Jr Champs (early to mid March)  

Long Course:  The long course season (meets swum in 50-meter pools) typically runs from May through 

July, with Central Zones and Sectionals in early August. 20  
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Dual Meet:  A dual meet is a meet where each individual event is scored based on how individual 

swimmers on a team swim perform. It is generally limited to 2 teams, but different variations can have 

more. This style of meet is generally uncommon for individual USA Swimming clubs, but it is common 

for high school swimming, college (NCAA) swimming, and summer league swimming. Meets of this 

variety are almost always a low level meet because entry time standards are almost never applied to enter 

the meet.  

Invitational Meet:  An invitational meet is a meet with many more teams and swimmers than a dual 

meet. The term "Invitational" comes from the fact that for a team to attend this type of meet, a team had 

to be invited to attend from the host team, but now is a general catch-all term for this style of meet 

(although there are still occasional invitation-only meets.) Meets of this variety generally have hundreds 

of swimmers, many teams, and many different events. Within the definition of an invitational meet, there 

are dozens of different styles of scoring and placing but the standard method is described here. All levels 

of swimming use invitational style meets at least once during their season (usually as a championship 

meet of all the clubs in a league), but the clubs of USA Swimming use this meet almost exclusively since 

there are very few leagues in USA Swimming and it acts as one giant league itself. Most meets of this 

style have no limits as to the number of swimmers that a team can enter, and only limit the number of 

times a swimmer can swim in order to make the flow of the meet manageable. Meets of this style can be 

at any level of swimming since all of the higher level meets use this style of meet with just more 

restrictive rules applied. Meets of this style usually do not have entry time standards, but can have them to 

either reduce the size of the meet, or raise the competition level.  

LSC Championships:  Each Local Swimming Committee (LSC) is mandated to have a season ending 

championships meet. The meet style is an invitational meet open only to club teams within the LSC. 

Almost universally, entry time standards are applied so that only the top level swimmer of the LSC can 

attend. Each LSC sets their own time standards (due to LSC size differences), so the competition level of 

the meet is not exactly the same across the country. Normally, this style meet is a prelim/final format. 

Age groups are 8 and under, 9-10, 11-12, 13-14, 15 and over (also known as seniors.) 

Zone/Sectional Championship:  While the LSC championship is a high level meet, the Zone/Sectional 

Championships are even higher. These meets are also of the invitational format, but the entry time 

standards are even higher so that only the fastest swimmers of Zones qualify. A time standard of AAA 

must be met to attend Zone. Sectional time standards for senior swimmers can be found at the Maryland 

Swimming website: mdswim.org. Zone and Sectional meets are of the same competition level, but serve 

different purposes. Zone meets are for age group swimmers and Sectional meets are for Senior swimmers. 

The Zone meet is the highest level meet available for Age Group swimmers. There is no national 

championship in US Swimming available on an age group basis in a meet format.  

National Championship/US Open:  The National Championship is exactly what the name implies. 

There is only 1 National Championship meet at the conclusion of each season across the country. The 

National Championships are also of the invitational meet format and offer extremely high level 

competition. Only a very small percentage of people who ever swim will make it to this high a level of 

competition. This meet is generally used to determine the US National Team for various international 
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level meets each year, but is not used to determine the US Olympic Team. Currently, there are 2 National 

Championships each year.  

US Olympic Trials:  The Olympic Trials are held once every 4 years. Since this meet offers such a 

coveted prize (a spot on the US Olympic Team) it never fails to attract the absolute fastest in the sport of 

swimming in the United States. A maximum of 26 men and 26 women are selected. Because of this, the 

entry time standards are even faster than the National Championships. 

 

 

Determining Relay Swimmers 

Our general approach: 

 Dual and Developmental Meets 

  Relays will be set to offer the most swimmers the opportunity to swim on a relay 

  Relays will be used as an opportunity for developmental swimmers to earn a ribbon/award. 

 

 Invitational Meets 

 The coaches will select relays that are competitive  

Fastest relay will be reviewed but other factors will be considered such as - workout attendance, 

attitude, recent illness, etc., etc.   

 

 Championship Meets 

  The relay will include the fastest four swimmers at the time the relay swims.  Line-up could 

change based on performance at the meet.   

  Best times will include swims at any official swim meet during the current season, beginning 

September 1. 

The Coaches will have the discretion to make adjustments/exceptions for reasons such as recent 

illness, injury of a swimmer, team conduct, and sportsmanship. 

Head coach has final decision.  
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Preparing for Meets  

1. Do not feel that you must go to every one of the meets on the schedule. Talk to your child’s coach 

about which meets would be best for your child. You must attend at least three a year, typically one every 

4 to 6 weeks is best.  

2. Read the meet announcement (usually published on mdswim.org 4-6 weeks in advance of the meet). 

The meet announcement is also e-mailed out to the team, be sure to save the e-mail or check our website. 

What time your children will be swimming: morning, afternoon, evening or maybe all three if you have 

swimmers in more than one age group. Most meet sessions last 5 hours, there is a morning session and an 

afternoon session on Saturday and Sundays. Sessions are split up by age groups. Remember that coaches 

must enter swimmers a few weeks before the meet. Once your child is entered, you will be charged the 

entry fee even if you are no longer able to attend. Entry fees are the fees required to swim each event, 

usually they are $5.50-7.50 per event.  

3. Swimmers and parents will sign up for meets on our website merrittclubs.com/merrittswimming. Click 

on the meet and the attend this event button. Once you select “yes” there is a spot to write notes to the 

coach. This is where you put if you want to go to one or all days of the meet and if there are any request 

for events. Coaches will have final say in the event selections. .  

4. Some meets have relays. These are a lot of fun for the kids. Coaches will pick the swimmers for relays. 

If you know you have time constraints and probably cannot stay for relays, please notify the coach on 

your entry form. Make sure that your swimmer checks with the coach about their relay status before you 

leave; often the relays get switched around at meets. If a swimmer leaves before a scheduled relay, the 

remaining three swimmers will not be able to swim. Fees will still be charged to swimmers if they do not 

swim a scheduled event.  

5. When the meet entries are posted, make sure that your child is entered in events that they can be 

entered in legally. If your child has an “A” time in an event and the meet announcement is for BB and 

slower, bring it to the coach’s attention. They will not be allowed to swim the event without being 

disqualified and team fined.  

6. Arrive at least 15 minutes prior to the warm-up time that is posted for your session at the meet. Young 

swimmers should come ready to swim by being in their suits. Locate a coach and check in. (Not all 

coaches go to every meet so learn the names of coaches other than your own.) Make sure your swimmer 

has his or her swim bag, snacks/drinks, and chair. 

7. If your child is swimming an event requiring a “positive check-in” (specified in the meet 

announcement), he/she should verify with the coach that the check-in is done. Sometimes the swimmer 

does it, and sometimes the coach handles it for all swimmers. Positive check-in events are usually the 

long events (e.g., 400 IM, 500 free, 1000 free) This eliminates heats with multiple no-shows, thus 

significantly shortening the meet for all swimmers and spectators. After the check-in period has elapsed, 

the heat and lane assignments for the event are posted.  
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6. Some of the meets will have a Clerk of Courses set up for younger children (12 and younger). The role 

of the clerk of course is to ensure swimmers are in the correct heat and lane to swim their event. At these 

meets, the younger swimmers must report to the Clerk of Course before heading to the blocks for their 

events. Check with the coach about whether the meet you are attending will have a Clerk of Course.  

7. Make sure your child knows not to leave the pool deck (for either a few minutes or the rest of the day) 

without telling the coach. Parents are not allowed on the pool deck. It is the coach’s responsibility to get 

them to their event on time. This is much more likely to happen if the coach knows where your child is at 

all times.  

8. USA Swimming is very serious about no parents on deck. If you feel that you really must be on deck, 

become trained as an official or volunteer as a timer. Coaches, clerk of course, timers, and other 

volunteers have the experience necessary to ensure your child is prepared to swim their event. Please 

enjoy the meet from the spectator area..  

9. Competition swimsuits should fit very snugly.  

10. Swim meets can be very long and very boring if you do not have something to do. Bringing younger 

siblings may not be ideal. If you do bring young children, make sure you bring ample entertainment for 

them.  

11. Indoor pools and surrounding decks are notoriously warm. Bring clothes to change into that would be 

appropriate for summer. Some are cool. Bottom line: be prepared either way. 24  

12. Often there is an area where you can set up chairs or blankets outside of the pool area. You must bring 

your own. Do not bring items that you would be upset about if they go missing or if someone else walks 

on them.  

13. Bring food. Most meets have concession stands, but the costs add up. Swimmers will already have 

their own coolers packed with nutritious snacks and plenty of drinks. Limit the amount of money per day 

your child gets to spend at the concession stand. Most pools allow small lunch bags or coolers for 

spectators as well. Remember that alcoholic beverages are not allowed.  

14. This applies to both swimmers and spectators leaving the pool area. Make sure you leave your area 

cleaner than you found it. You will really appreciate those who pick up after themselves when we host a 

meet! 

15. Pack a permanent marker and a highlighter pen.  

16. Buy or borrow a heat sheet and write your child’s event, heats, and lanes on their hand with a 

permanent marker. The host team usually has them for sale for about $5-10.  

17. Meets are opportunities to measure how your swimmer is doing in their training at that moment. 

Nearly every swimmer has a bad swim or meet occasionally. If your child is DQ’d (disqualified), they 

will receive an explanation of the disqualification. This information is an important learning experience. 

Coaches will help swimmers understand the disqualification and learn so they can avoid it happening in 

the future. Almost every swimmer has been disqualified at least once. As a parent you must ensure that 
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your child has a positive experience even if they do not swim well. Remember that our children learn 

values and sportsmanship from us. Coaches go to meets to coach and parents should go to meets to cheer, 

offer love, and encouragement.  

 

How to Mark a Hand at Meets:  

The strokes are abbreviated with the following initials:  

FR – freestyle, BK – backstroke, BR –breaststroke, FL – butterfly, and IM for individual medley.  

One way is to draw with permanent makers a small graph on their hand using just the initials for each of 

the following:  

E- (event) H – (heat) L –(lane) D – (distance) S – (stroke  

E H L  

7 3 8 50 FR  

2 3 5 1 25 FL  

Some of the older swimmers only put the event/heat/lane. Either way, this really helps the younger 

swimmers get to the right lane for their event. Anyone on the pool deck can look at their hand and help 

them. 
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Meet Requirements   

1. Please do NOT call coaches on their home numbers or the day of the meet. Read through the meet 

packet and ask any questions well before the event starts.  

2. Specific information regarding each meet will be posted and disseminated as it becomes available.  

3. All swimmers need to see their coach immediately after each swim. They should never leave the pool 

deck before coming to review their swim with the coach.  

4. For prelim/ finals meets, swimmers should plan on swimming finals if they qualify. If a swimmer is 

involved in a swim off, the swimmer will compete in it.  

5. If you have any questions as to your swimmer’s eligibility for a meet, please contact a coach before the 

sign-up deadline.  

6. Parents will be charged for any entries in a meet, even if the swimmer does not swim. Once entries are 

submitted we are charged by the host team for those meet entries.  

Attendance  

1. We have established meet requirements as a team, each swimmer is required to attend at least four 

meets (Sept-April) For swimmers who joined from Jan to May, we expect them to swim in at least three 

swim meets.  

2. You may attend as many of the regular season meets as you wish, and you may choose to attend one, 

two, or three days of a meet—you do not have to attend every day.  

3. Once you have signed up for a meet and entries have been submitted by a coach, you must let a coach 

know as soon as possible if you will be unable to attend that meet. Your money will not be refunded once 

entries are submitted.  

4. Please keep in mind that meets are the showcase for swimmers and the best place for swimmers to 

achieve season best swims (SBS) and lifetime best swims (LBS).  

Sign-Up Procedure  

1. Meets are based on a sign-up, not sign-out procedure. An e-mail will go out with the meet notice and a 

due back date for entries. Sign up for meets is done on our the team website: 

merrittclubs.com/merrittswimming. Sign in, find the meet on the front page, and use the attend this event 

button to sign up. Be sure to put any notes to the coaches in the box provided.  

2. Please sign up for the day(s) you will be able to attend. If you are unable to attend, no action is needed  

3. Each meet will have a different sign-up link under the meet on the website. If you do not sign up for a 

meet, you will not be entered in that meet. 
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4. Swimmers do not have to sign up for every day of the meet.  

5. Meet fees will be deducted from an escrow account. Each family is required to put $50 per swimmer 

down at the beginning of the season for swim meet fees. Invoices will be periodically sent out throughout 

the season to keep accounts up to date. Checks should be made payable to “Merritt Athletic Swimming” 

and given to a coach at practice. (Do not give to the front desk at the club)  

Meet Warm-ups  

1. Each team is assigned a particular warm-up time during the warm-up session of the meet.  

2. All swimmers need to be at the facility, ready to stretch put their things down get their events, 15-20 

minutes prior to that time.  

3. The posted warm-up times are for when swimmers need to be entering the water.  

4. Arriving late for warm-ups, or missing warm-ups altogether, puts the swimmer at risk of poor 

performance or injury. We will not be able to put swimmers in with another team if they arrive late for 

warm-ups, and most pools do not have an extra warm-up/warm-down pool for use during the meet 

sessions.  

Uniform  

1. Each swimmer needs to have a suit that is a team suit or a solid or black suit.  

2. The MAS uses TYR Swimwear for our team suit. If you are in need of team suit please check your 

sites pro shop. If the pro shop does not have your size reach out to Team Administratior Meaghan King at 

mking@merrittclubs.com and she can get one ordered for you. 

3. Swimmers should wear a team cap at all meets, if you need a replacement cap see the coaches before 

the meet.  

4. Older swimmers can wear a fastskin suit or something similar instead of our team suit.  

Team warm-ups or t-shirts are recommended but not required. Swimmers should have several sets of 

cloths to stay warm and extra towels after each swim.  
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Things to Pack  

1. For the swimmers: team suit and cap; goggles (an extra pair); two towels, one for during the meet and 

one for after the meet; a complete dry set of clothes; a sweatshirt or warm-up jacket to stay warm during 

the meet (swimmers get much colder than parents and their muscles need to stay warm); a blanket. Also 

bring things to keep yourself entertained. We recommend books, toys, or games that can be shared. Cards 

and coloring are always popular. Homework is a noble idea, but with the distractions of friends and 

swimming, don’t expect much work to get completed.  

2. For the parents: a chair to sit in or a blanket to sit on; something to entertain yourself (books, 

newspapers, toys, etc.); a pen or pencil, a highlighter to record times and highlight the swimmer’s event in 

the heat sheet, money for a heat sheet and/or concession stand; and team spirit wear, if you have some, 

camera to take photos (remember flash photos are not allowed at the beginning of an event). Also bring 

healthy snacks for you and your child. See nutritional section in manual for guidelines.  

3. Special considerations for winter meets: It is cold outside, but hot on the pool deck. Dress in layers. 

Make sure your swimmer has extra clothes so he or she doesn’t have to go outside in the snow in a wet 

bathing suit.  

Conduct at Meets  

1. All swimmers, family, and friends are expected to conduct themselves in a manner that represents 

Merritt Athletic Clubs, the Merritt Athletic swim team, and their teammates in a positive, respectable 

light.  

2. The coaches have the authority to make decisions (such as swim offs, not scratching for finals, etc.) 

involving swimmers during swim meets. ALL PARENTS must keep track of when their children should 

be going to blocks at facilities where parents are sitting with the swimmers in a gym. When swimmers are 

on the deck with the coach the coaches and swimmer will be responsible for making sure they are in place 

for their event.. Part of swimming is learning responsibility for your actions and your events. Coaches 

will not babysit children. Do not send your younger swimmers by themselves to swim meets, as the 

coaches and other parents cannot be responsible for their safety.  

3. The team will sit together in the same area so that coaches know where all swimmers are, both to 

minimize the risk of a swimmer missing an event and to foster team spirit. If a swimmer leaves a team 

area, it is the parent’s responsibility to get the child to the Clerk of Course or behind the blocks on time.  

4. The swimmers are encouraged to cheer their teammates during events and show support for one 

another. In most meets, they can gather at the end opposite the starting blocks to cheer them.  
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Discipline  

1. If a swimmer becomes disruptive at a meet or practice, the swimmer will be warned on the first offense 

and may be temporarily removed from that meet or practice for the second offense.  

2. If the behavior persists, a meeting will be set up with the parents or guardians  

3. If the problems persist after this, the swimmer may be suspended from practices and meets until a 

written or verbal apology has been provided to the team and steps altering the behavior have been taken, 

if necessary.  

4. The coaching staff does not anticipate any problems with the team. Remember that your attitude and 

behavior effect you and everyone around you. Always act like a champion. If you don’t want to come to 

practice to learn, swim and have fun, then simply, don’t come. 

Other Meet Information  

Meet announcements will be sent via email and posted on our website. Please take the time to read it. The 

coaches do not have time to talk to every parent about the meet. However, if you read through the packet 

and if you do not understand the terminology, please let us know. We will be happy to review it with you. 

Time Standards: The time standards that the MAS use are available on the various swimming websites 

such as http://www.mdswim.org/Top_Nav/Swimmers/Time_Standards.htm  

Your child must swim an event without getting disqualified to get a time. Times are reported in SCY 

(Short Course Yards, events swum in a 25-yard pool), SCM (Short Course Meters, 25-meter pool), and 

LCM (Long Course Meters, 50-meter pool.). All of the meets we have in the fall will be SCY. Find your 

child’s age and sex and then look for their event and compare that to the time in the time standards table. 

If their time is slower than the time listed, they could have a “C” time, B, BB, etc. Other times will be 

displayed as A, AA, AAA, and AAAA, with AAAA times being the fastest time listed. If you have an 8 

and younger swimmer, use the 10 and under time standards. If your child’s time is listed as NT in a meet 

sign-up or heat sheet, it means they have “no time” established in that event. When your child “ages up” 

(i.e., has a birthday and graduates to the next age group), the times they swam when younger are still 

valid although the classification might change. For example, a child who has a BB time as a 10-year-old 

might drop to a B time when he/she turns eleven. Unlike most summer leagues, there is no “age cut off 

date” in USA swimming. You are as old as you are on the day of the meet. You do not, however, age up 

during a meet. Usually the cut off is the child’s age on the first day of the meet; this is stated in the meet 

announcement. 

Other Time Standards & Age Group Information: You may hear parents and coaches talking about 

other time standards such as All-Stars cuts, zone cuts, sectional cuts, etc. This section will give you a little 

background. The vast majority of swimmers under the age of eighteen swim in the “age group” category. 

In this category, qualifying times for meets are based on the age of your child. All of the above 

information on time standards is based on age groups. Most swim meets have the following age groups: 

10 & under, 11-12, 13-14, and either 15-18 or OPEN. If the age group is 15-18, then only swimmers of 
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that age may swim. If the age group is OPEN, then any registered swimmer who meets the entrance 

criteria may swim. You may see older swimmers (college kids, adults) in this age group or you may see 

young swimmers who cannot swim this event in their own age group. For example, a meet may not offer 

a 200 butterfly to 11-12 swimmers. A twelve-year-old could elect to swim this event in the OPEN age 

group. There are also meets on the schedule referred to as “mini” meets. “Mini” refers to the size of the 

competitors, not the length of the meet! These meets are usually restricted to the youngest swimmers. 

Often these meets offer events appropriate for young, beginning swimmers (e.g., 25 yard free, back, 

breast, and fly) and additional age groups (e.g., 6 & under, 7-8) that allow the youngsters to place and 

earn ribbons without competing against 10-year-olds.  

Inclement Weather:  In the event of snow or facility situations that prevent us from holding practice an 

e-mail will be sent out. Make sure you are on the team e-mail list, if you would need to be added please e-

mail abarranco@merrittclubs.com.  

 

Nutritional Recommendations 

1. Before practice or a meet – Something higher in carbohydrates, low in protein, low in fats and low in 

fiber. No acidic juice. Protein, fat and fiber slow down digestion and you don’t want food in your stomach 

when competing or practicing. An example of something to eat would be a half of bagel with some 

grapes.  

2. Right after practice (immediately) – Gatorade or a very similar drink to restore and deepen energy 

stores quickly. Drinking this should be within 30-45 minutes after to be most effective.  

3. After practice – A meal mixed well with protein, carbohydrates and a little fat. Baked chicken, wild 

rice and steamed vegetables are a great example.  

4. During practice – water or a Gatorade type drink only. No juice and no soft drinks.  

5. During meets – Just water and some fast acting, fast absorbing fruit such as a half of a banana. Other 

acceptable foods are white bagels or saltine crackers. Limit Gatorade, no juices, and no soft drinks.  
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Anti‐Bullying Policy: Merritt Athletic Swimming 
 
PURPOSE 

Bullying of any kind is unacceptable at Merritt Athletic Swimming and will not be tolerated. 

Bullying is counterproductive to team spirit and can be devastating to a victim. The 

Club is committed to providing a safe, caring and friendly environment for all of our members. 

If bullying does occur, incidents will be dealt with promptly and effectively. Anyone who knows 

that bullying is happening is expected to tell a coach or the head coach directly. 

 

 
Objectives of the Club’s Anti‐Bullying Policy/Abuse 

1. To make it clear that the Club will not tolerate bullying in any form. 

2. To define bullying and educate all coaches, swimmers, parents and board members of 

the types of behavior that constitute bullying. 

3. To inform all coaches, swimmers and parents that there is a policy and protocol, should 

any bullying issues arise. 

4. To make clear the responsibility of all Club members to report and two help stop bullying.  To 

be aware of various forms of abuse and help identify and stop them.  

5. To spread the word that the team takes bullying seriously and that all swimmers and 

parents can be assured that they will be supported when reported. 

 

 

 
WHAT IS BULLYING? 

The USA Swimming Code of Conduct defines bullying as:  Bullying is the severe or 

repeated use by one or more members (“Members”) of oral, written, electronic 

or other technological expression, image, sound, data or intelligence of any nature (regardless 

of the method of transmission), or a physical act or gesture, or any combination thereof, 

directed at any other member that to a reasonably objective person has the effect of: 

 

i. causing physical or emotional harm to the other Member or damage to the other 

Member’s property; 

 

ii. placing the other Member in reasonable fear of harm to himself/herself or of damage to 

his/her property; 

 

iii. creating a hostile environment for the other Member at any Swimming /club activity; 

 

iv. infringing on the rights of the other Member at any Swimming/club activity; or 

 

v. materially and substantially disrupting the training process or the orderly operation of 

any Swimming/ club activity (which for the purposes of this section shall include, 

without limitation, practices, workouts and other events of a member club. 
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REPORTING PROCEDURE 

An athlete who feels that he or she has been bullied should. 

 

 Remove him/herself from the situation immediately 

 Inform his or her parents 

 Talk to a club coach immediately 

 Write a letter or email to a team coach, or the head coach as a follow up 

 

Every effort should be made to bring the complaint to the attention of the appropriate club 

leadership as soon as possible to stop the in appropriate behavior as soon as possible and to make 

sure that memories are fresh and behavior can be accurately recalled. 

 

 

 

HOW WE WILL HANDLE BULLYING 

If bullying is occurring during team‐related activities, we will STOP IT ON THE SPOT using 

the following steps: 

 

1. Intervene immediately. It is ok to get another adult to help. 

2. Separate the kids involved. 

3. Make sure everyone is safe. 

4. Meet any immediate medical or mental health needs. 

5. Stay calm. Reassure the kids involved, including bystanders. 

6. Model respectful behavior when you intervene. 

7.  Document 

8.  Consult parents 

9. Follow up 

 

If bullying is occurring at our club or it is reported to be occurring at our club, we will address 

the bullying by FINDING OUT WHAT HAPPENED and SUPPORTING THE KIDS 

INVOLVED using the following approach: 

 

FINDING OUT WHAT HAPPENED 

1. First, we get the facts.  (Data not the emotions – we need to know the behavior) 

a. Keep all the involved children separate. 

b. Get the story from several sources, both adults and kids, and gather all available 

information regarding the circumstances under which the incident occurred. 

c. Listen without blaming. 

d. Don’t call the act “bullying” while we are trying to understand what happened. 
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2. Then, we determine if it's bullying. There are many behaviors that look like bullying but 

require different approaches. It is important to determine whether the situation is bullying 

or something else. 

 

a. Review the definition of bullying; abuse. 

 

b. To determine if the behavior is bullying or something else, consider the following questions: 

What is the history between the kids involved? 

Have there been past conflicts? 

Is there a power imbalance? Remember that a power imbalance is not 

limited to physical strength and can include things like the “popularity” of the 

kids involved. 

Has this happened before? Is the child worried it will happen again? 

 

c. Remember that it may not matter “who started it.” Some kids who are bullied may 

be seen as annoying or provoking, but this does not excuse the bullying behavior.   

 

d. In some cases both parties are at fault; while one child may feel bullied.  Their actions may 

have escalated the bullying or their repeated behavior may be encouraging it.  

 

e. Once we have determined if the situation is bullying, support to all of the kids 

involved will be first and foremost, then proper intervention; we’ll review (see how we handle.) 

 

SUPPORTING THE KIDS INVOLVED 

1. Support the kids who are being bullied 

 

a. Listen and focus on the individual child and not parents (who maybe too emotional) Learn 

what’s been going on and show you want to help. Assure the child that bullying is not their fault. 

 

b. Work together to resolve the situation and protect the bullied child. The child, 

parents, and fellow team members and coaches may all have valuable input. It may 

help to: 

Ask the child being bullied what can be done to make him or her feel safe. 

Remember that changes to routine should be minimized. He or she is not at 

fault and should not be singled out. For example, consider rearranging lane 

assignments for everyone. If bigger moves are necessary, such as switching 

practice groups, the child who is bullied should not be forced to change. 

Develop a game plan. Maintain open communication between the Club and 

parents. Discuss the steps that will be taken and how bullying will be 

addressed going forward. 

 

c. Be persistent. Bullying may not end overnight. Commit to making it stop and 

consistently support the bullied child. 
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2. Address bullying behavior 

 

a. Make sure the child and his/her parents who engaged in the bullying behavior understands 

why his or her behavior is unacceptable. Young people who bully must learn their behavior is 

wrong and harms others. 

 

b. Show kids that bullying is taken seriously. Calmly tell the child that bullying will not 

be tolerated. Model respectful behavior when addressing the problem. 

 

c. Work with the child to understand some of the reasons he or she bullied. For 

example: 

Sometimes children bully to fit in or to make fun of someone who is different 

from them. In other words, there may be some insecurity involved. 

Other times kids act out because something else—issues at home, abuse, 

stress—is going on in their lives. They also may have been bullied. These 

kids may be in need of additional support.  It may mean investigating and ensuring this 

child is not experience any abuse themselves.  

 

d. Involve the kid who bullied in making amends or repairing the situation. The goal is 

to help them see how their actions affect others. For example, the child can: 

Write a letter apologizing to the athlete who was bullied. 

Do a good deed for the person who was bullied, for the Club, or for others in 

your community. 

Clean up, repair, or pay for any property they damaged. 

 

e. Avoid strategies that don’t work or have negative consequences: 

Zero tolerance or “three strikes, you’re out” are generally unsuccessful 

strategies. Swimmers may be less likely to report and address bullying if 

suspension or getting kicked off the team is the consequence. 

Similarly, conflict resolution and peer mediation often don’t work for 

bullying. Bullying is not a conflict between people of equal power who share 

equal blame. Facing those who have bullied may further upset kids who 

have been bullied. 

 

f. Follow‐up. After the bullying issue is resolved, continue finding ways to help the 

child who bullied to understand how what they do affects other people. For 

example, praise acts of kindness or talk about what it means to be a good 

teammate. 
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3. Support bystanders who witness bullying. Every day, kids witness bullying. They want to 

help, but don’t know how. Fortunately, there are a few simple, safe ways that athletes can 

help stop bullying when they see it happening: 

 

a. Be a friend to the person being bullied. 

 

b. Tell a trusted adult – your coach, parent or club representative. 

 

c. Help the kid being bullied get away from the situation. Create a distraction, focus 

the attention on something else or offer a way for the target to get out of the 

situation. “Let’s go, practice is about to start.” 

 

d. Set a good example by not bullying others.  Build others up. 

 

e. Don’t give the bully an audience. Bullies are encouraged by the attention they get 

from bystanders. If you do nothing else, just walk away 

 

Abuse at home. 

 If abuse is suspected at “home” Coaches will notify protective services immediately. 

-Examples include: If the child informs a coach of abuse at home 

-If a coach or other member sees bruises that that child cannot explain or seem unnatural.  

 

Swimmer agreement:  

Each fall swimmers will sign off on a no bullying agreement/contract.   

See attached swimmer no bullying contract. 
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Glossary of Swimming Terms  

A-Meet: Swim meet that requires swimmers to have previously achieved an "A" time standard in the 

events they wish to enter. “A’ times and faster  

B- Meet: Swim meet that requires swimmers to have times slower than a “B” time. Good meet for 

swimmers with no times /have not swam a meet yet.  

BB and Slower-Meet: Swim meet which requires swimmers to have times slower then “A’ to enter the 

meet  

Anchor leg: The last swimmer in a relay.  

Backstroke Flags: The set of flags at each end of the pool that alerts a backstroker that they are near the 

wall and should prepare to touch or turn.  

Block: The device to dive off of at the start of a race.  

Championships: The meet that displays the swimmer’s abilities in a rested state at the end of the season. 

This is the meet where the coach expects the fastest times by that competitor.  

Circle Seeding: An invitational meet may be circle seeded in an effort to increase competitive spirit. The 

last three heats are seeded with the fastest swimmer in the middle lane of the last heat, the next swimmer 

in the middle lane of the second to last heat, and the third swimmer in the middle lane of the third to last 

heat. The fourth swimmer is seeded back in the last heat, next to the fastest swimmer, and seeding 

continues in this way until all lanes in the fastest three heats are filled. All other heats are seeded 

normally.  

Cut Offs or Cuts: A time standard set to determine if a swimmer can advance to a higher championship 

meet.  

Clerk of Course: Person in charge of lining each heat of swimmer up and making sure that the swimmers 

are ready to take their place behind the blocks. Generally, only the younger age groups work with the 

Clerk of Course.  

D.Q.: An acronym for disqualification, when a swimmer is eliminated from a race for a false start or a 

stroke error. In this case, the swimmer’s score and time do not count.  

Dual Meet: Two teams competing in a meet.  

Flat Start: A non-relay start where the swimmer has to be still and set before taking off.  

Flip Turn: The technique used by a swimmer in the transition from one lap to another. A somersault 

transition is used in freestyle and backstroke whereas a touch is used for fly and breast.  

False Start: Leaving early on a flat start. This can lead to a DQ or a warning charged to the field.  

Heat: The group, based on times, a swimmer swims with in a competition.  
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Heat Sheet: A document that is generally printed daily with the day’s events, the names of the swimmers 

listed in the event, the heat the swimmer will swim the event and the lane assignment. Heat sheets are 

needed so that parents can help the swimmer get to their event on time and in the correct lane. There is a 

fee associated with the heat sheets that vary by each team hosting the event.  

I.M.: An acronym for individual medley, in which one swimmer swims all four competitive strokes in the 

order of fly, back, breast and free.  

Lap Down: and back one length of the pool.  

Lane: The area a swimmer has to swim in between two lane lines. Most pools either have six or eight 

lanes.  

Lane line: The wire with plastic disk partitioning that separates the lanes.  

Leadoff Leg: The first swimmer in a relay.  

Length: The distance of the pool from one end to another.  

Local Swimming Committee: The Local Swimming Committee (LSC) is the local level of USA 

Swimming. Each LSC is a separate entity, with each being an individual member of USA Swimming, 

although all act on behalf of USA Swimming on the local level. The LSC is the organization responsible 

for nearly all aspects of the operations of amateur swimming. See USA Swimming Organization later in 

this guide for more information.  

Long Course: A pool that is 50 meters in length. It usually used in summer swimming and world class 

meets such as the Olympics. It is 12 ½ feet longer than a pool that is 25 yards.  

Medley Relay: A relay consisting of all four competitive strokes swum by four different swimmers in 

this order: back, breast, fly, free.  

Prelims/Finals: Some meets have a night session, called finals, for the top one, two, or three heats of 

swimmers. Swimmers must qualify for finals in the morning or afternoon preliminaries, or prelims. Most 

championship meets are prelims/finals.  

Regionals: There are several parts and levels that make up USA Swimming. There is the National 

Governing Body (national) level, the Zone level, and the Local Swimming Committee (local/state) level.  

Sectionals: This is the open "senior level" meets held in the spring and summer. 

Seed: The swimmer’s position in an event, based on their time. Swimmers are assigned heats and lanes 

according to their submitted or preliminary times.  

Senior Meet: A meet that is for senior level swimmers and is not divided into age groups. Qualification 

times are usually necessary and will vary depending on the level of the .  

Shaving down: The technique of removing body hair in an effort to reduce drag in the water and increase 

sensitivity for stroke. This is only recommended for swimmers above the age of 14.  
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Short Course: The 25 yard or meter pool, used for the high school season and winter swimming.  

State Meet: The Local Swimming Committee (local/state) level meet. This is also called Maryland State 

Championship Meet 31  

Streamline/Pullout: The underwater portion of the race after the flip turn or a start when the swimmer 

attempts to minimize resistance in an effort to break the surface of the water and begin swimming.  

Taper: The technique of resting a swimmer by incrementally decreasing the distance and the intensity 

they swim each day approaching a championship style meet.  

Timed Finals: In some meets, including most regular season meets, swimmers compete in their events in 

one session per day. The times from that session are their final times, and swimmers do not re swim any 

event.  

Time Standard: A time set by a meet, LSC or USA-S (etc) that a swimmer must achieve for 

qualification or recognition.  

-A Time classification for a swimmer. National Age Group Time Standard "A". "A" time is .01 

seconds faster than the "BB" time standard and .01 slower than the "AA" time standard.  

-AA Time classification for a swimmer that is .01 faster than "A" time standard.  

-AAA Time classification for a swimmer that is .01 faster than the "AA" time standard.  

-AAAA Time classification for a swimmer that is .01 faster than the "AAA" time standard. This is the 

fastest time standard listed on the NAGT chart. Times faster than this are approaching National cuts 

or Top Times consideration.  

Zones: The country is divided up into 4 major zones: Eastern - Southern - Central - Western. At the end 

of the long course season (in August) the Zone Administration sponsors a championship age group meet. 

While the LSC championship is a high level meet, the Zone/Sectional Championships are even higher. 

These meets are also of the invitational format, but the entry time standards are even higher so that only 

the fastest swimmers of Zones qualify. Zone and Sectional meets are of the same competition level, but 

serve different purposes. Zone meets are for age group swimmers and Sectional meets are for Senior 

swimmers.  
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USA Swimming Organization  

International: The international federation for the aquatic sports is the Federation Internationale de 

Natation Amateur (FINA). USA Swimming is affiliated with FINA through United States Aquatic Sports 

(USAS), made up of the four aquatic sports – swimming, synchronized swimming, diving and water polo.  

National: USA Swimming is a Group A member of the United States Olympic Committee (USOC) and 

has voting representation in the USOC  

House of Delegates: The National Events Division organizes, in conjunction with local organizing 

committees throughout the 32 country, six major events each year, including: World Cup, USA 

Swimming Spring Championships, Open Water Championships,  

Disability Championships, ConocoPhillips National Championships and U.S. Open. In Olympic years, 

this division also runs the Olympic Trials, which acts as the selection meet for the Olympic Team.  

Local: Within the United States, there are fifty-nine (59) Local Swimming Committees (LSCs). Each 

LSC is responsible for administering USA Swimming activities in a defined geographical area and has its 

own set of bylaws under which it operates. A House of Delegates with representation of athletes, coaches, 

members of the Board of Directors and clubs is responsible for managing the business affairs of the LSC. 

Each swimming team belongs to one and only one LSC. Merritt Athletic Swimming, is a member of the 

Maryland Swimming LSC. Maryland Swimming LSC includes all of Maryland with the exception of 

Prince George’s and Montgomery County.  

 

Websites of Interest:  

www.merrittclubs.com/merrittswimming -Team website  

www.merrittclubs.com – Merritt Clubs.  

www.mdswim.org – Our league site with links to local clubs, meets and swimming information.  

www.usaswimming.org - The USA Swimming website.  
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Safe Sport 

 

Safe Sport is USA Swimming and MAS’s commitment to creating a fun and safe environment for our 

swimmers. MAS has a Code of Conduct in place that outlines team expectations regarding the behavior 

of our swimmers, coaches, and parents. Policies included in the Code of Conduct: Anti- Bullying, 

Electronic Communication, Locker Room Monitoring, and Team Travel. Safe Sport provides educational 

resources on topics: healthy boundaries, bullying, what is appropriate social media activity, and peer to 

peer mediation. USA Swimming provides our coaches with yearly online training on the above-

mentioned topics. Our parents and swimmers have access to the online resources as well. Safe Sport 

also provides swimmers and parents information on ways to report code of conduct violations and 

inappropriate behavior.  

THIS POLICY APPLIES TO:  

• All USA Swimming non-athlete members and adult athlete members; 
 • Participating non-members (e.g., meet marshals, meet computer operators, timers, etc.); 
 • LSC and club adult staff and board members; and  
• Any other adult authorized to have regular contact with or authority over minor athletes. Collectively 
“Applicable Adult(s)” 
 GENERAL REQUIREMENT  

USA Swimming member clubs and LSCs are required to implement this Minor Athlete Abuse Prevention 

Policy in full. The Minor Athlete Abuse Prevention Policy must be reviewed and agreed to in writing by 

all athletes, parents, coaches and other non-athlete members of member clubs on an annual basis with 

such written agreement to be retained by the club. 

 

 

Please Follow the link below to read the Full Minor Athlete Abuse Prevention Policy 

USA Swimming Safe Sport Minor Athlete Abuse Prevention Policy 

 

 

 

 

 

USA%20Swimming%20Safe%20Sport%20Minor%20Athlete%20Abuse%20Prevention%20Policy
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OUR NO BULLYING! CONTRACT 

 

Bystanders… 

I will not stand by and watch 

someone be teased, 

threatened or hurt.  I will not 

watch an in-person fight or 

get involved with 

cyberbullying (texts, IM, blogs, 

etc.) 

I will stand up for what is right 

by telling the bully to stop, 

distracting the bully, or inviting 

the victim to spend time with 

me and my friends. 

I will do my best not to listen 

to gossip, rumors or private 

information that I hear about 

another person. 

I will not tell other people 

something that I hear about 

someone else without their 

permission. 

I will include people who are 

often left out or swimmers 

who are new to the team. 

I will tell a trusted adult/coach 

at practice and at home when 

bullying is happening. 

Victims… 

I will tell a coach at swim team 

and at home if I am being 

bullied. 

I will stand up for myself with 

strong eye contact, a firm voice 

and the confidence that I 

deserve to be treated better. 

I will spend time with people 

who are respectful and kind to 

me, even if it means ending a 

friendship with someone and 

making new friends. 

I will control my own emotions 

and let my feelings out with a 

trusted adult when I am in a 

safe place. 

I will ask the coaches, friends, 

parents, sisters/brothers or 

others for help with the bullying 

or cyberbullying situation. 

I will be very careful about 

sharing my personal 

information with someone to 

protect myself from gossip. 

Bullies… 

I will control my temper when 

I am upset. 

If I don’t know how to calm 

down, I will ask for help from 

someone at practice and at 

home. 

I will not tell hurtful rumors, 

gossip or stories about 

someone to another person. 

I will be respectful to 

everyone on my team, even if 

I don’t want to be friends with 

them myself. 

If I am upset with someone, I 

will talk to the person about it 

calmly, when we are alone 

and I will try my best to work 

it out respectfully. 

I will not use violence, 

threats, gossip or intimidation 

in my relationships with other 

people in person or through 

technology (phone, computer, 

etc.) 
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I promise to follow the Swim Team rules about bullying and to do my part to make Merritt 
Athletic Swimming a safe, comfortable place for myself and other team members to learn by 
treating other people how I would want to be treated.  To be aware of my teammates feelings 
and pick them up; encourage them, support them every day and at every practice.   
 

_____________________________   _____________________________ 

Swimmer  Signature     Date 

Parent, Guardian/Swimmer Commitment  

I have read and agree with the team manual in its entirety. I understand my financial obligations as they 

pertain to registration fees and meet entry fees; my meet and practice attendance expectations; and the 

teams meet sign-up/entry process. I understand that e-mails are the most commonly used tool for coach 

communication and have provided a usable e-mail address (if not please write at the bottom of this form)  

Swimmers’ Commitment to Self and Team  

As a member of Merritt Swimming (MAS) Year Swim Team, I am committed to improving myself, my 

teammates, and my team. I will work hard to improve my technique, my endurance, my sportsmanship, 

and my knowledge of the sport. I will always have the best attitude I can, in practice and in meets, in all 

situations. I will be supportive of my coaches and every teammate, cheering at meets, offering 

encouragement in practices, and always being a positive influence. I will always put forth the best effort I 

can, and will work hard in every practice and at every meet. I will not use foul or disrespectful language 

or gestures; I will always treat everyone with respect. I will represent Merritt Swimming, MAS as a 

champion.  

Parents’ Commitment to Self and Team  

I understand that this is my child(ren)’s journey through the sport of swimming, and I will provide 

selfless support and unconditional love, no matter what the situation or the time. I will allow the coaches 

to coach and the swimmers to have fun. I will be supportive of every member of the team, including other 

swimmers, parents, and the coaches. I will always set an example for my child(ren) by being respectful to 

everyone and helping the team in any way I can. I know that this is just a sport, that it is fun, and that at 

the end of the day my child(ren) will be better for just having participated. I understand that failure to 

uphold any part of this commitment may result in my child(ren) not having priority registration for future 

seasons, should such measures ever become necessary. I also understand that my child(ren) may be asked 

to leave the team at any time for behavior the coaches deem detrimental to the team, including but not 

limited to behavior listed in this commitment.  
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Parent/Guardian 

Name (print): ________________________ (signature) __________________ Date: __/__/___ 

 

Swimmer’s name (print): ________________________ Date: __/__/____ 

Swimmer’s name (print): ________________________ Date: __/__/____ 

Swimmer’s name (print): ________________________ Date: __/__/____   

 


